
A. Dataset and Settings.

In our experiments, we jointly train on two types of
data: segmentation data with semantic labels and segmen-
tation data with only pixel annotations (SA-1B [13]. For
semantically-labeled data, we use COCO2017 [21] panop-
tic segmentation dataset with around 110K images. For
SA-1B, we employ a 20% portion subset with around
2M images. We evaluate our model on a wide range of
tasks and datasets with only visual prompts, including: 1.
Open-set panoptic segmentation on COCO2017 [21] and
ADE20K [48]; 2. Segmentation in the wild (SegInW) [50]
which includes 25 instance segmentation datasets; 3. Ob-
ject detection in the wild (ODinW) [19] that encompasses
over 35 datasets; 4. Zero-shot Video object segmentation
(VOS) on DAVIS2017 [28], DAVIS2016-Interactive [28],
and Youtube-VOS 2018 [39].

B. Implementation Details

Our model framework is mainly based on Mask
DINO [17], which is a unified framework for detection
and segmentation. DINOv is a general encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture composed of a vision encoder. We use Swin-
T/L [25] as the vision encoder. As our decoder supports
both generic query and point query, we adopt 300 latent
generic queries following Mask DINO [16] and six level
queries for each input point following Semantic-SAM [17].
Especially, when using point query, we sample 10 fore-
ground and 40 background points during training and em-
ploy grid sample for 20⇥20 points during inference. For
inference on general segmentation and detection tasks, we
use 16 in-context examples for each category by default.
For VOS inference, we average eight previous frame pre-
dictions as the reference to segment the current frame.

C. Evaluation Metrics.

For all segmentation and detection tasks, we use stan-
dard evaluation metrics: PQ (Panoptic Quality) for panop-
tic segmentation, AP (Average Precision) for instance seg-
mentation (mask AP) and detection (box AP), and mIoU
(mean Intersection over Union) for semantic segmentation.
For VOS tasks, we follow previous semi-supervised models
to use region similarity J and contour accuracy F. We also
adopt the averaged score J&F as the metric for DAVIS2017
and averaged overall score G for Youtube-VOS 2018. Note
that Youtube-VOS 2018 also reports J and F for seen and
unseen splits.

D. Video Object Segmentation Inference

Video object segmentation (VOS) aims to segment an in-
terested object in a video by giving text or visual clues. Our
model focuses on the semi-supervised setting, which seg-

Table 8. Ablation of Inference Memory Length on DAVIS2017
with a SwinL backbone.

Method Memory Length DAVIS2017
J& F J F

DINOv-SwinT 1 62.1 58.7 65.4
DINOv-SwinT 2 69.6 66.7 72.6
DINOv-SwinT 4 71.5 68.7 74.3
DINOv-SwinT 8 72.3 69.8 74.8

DINOv-SwinT 16 68.0 65.4 70.7

ments a particular object throughout a video by giving vi-
sual clues in the first frame. When doing VOS, an intuitive
way is to first extract reference visual prompt features from
the first frame image and the corresponding visual prompts
with our prompt encoder. When processing each frame in
a video, we are able to utilize reference visual prompt fea-
tures in the first frame as in the current frame.

In DINOv, as we train with visual in-context prompt-
ing with multiple examples for generic segmentation, we
can also apply this strategy to VOS for better perfor-
mance. More concretely, we also compute and store the
reference visual features of the predicted mask in previous
frames. These features, denoted as memory reference visual
prompts, will be averaged together with the first frame’s
given prompt to construct the visual prompt of the current
frame. We employ a priority queue to manage the memory.
For simplicity, the priority score of each prompt is posi-
tively correlated to the frame number, which indicates that
we only store the memory prompts that are near the current
frame in time sequence. By default, the memory length is
set to 8. In Tab. 8, we show the influence of using different
number of memory length.

E. Pseudo Code of Prompt Sampling

In Algorithm. 1, we provide the pseudo code for prompt
sampling in our generic segmentation task.

F. Visualization

We show the visualization for open-set segmentation in
Fig. 7, in which the user can scribble on a reference im-
age and our model can segment all the objects of the same
semantic catogory in the target image. We also show our
model can do panoptic segmentation in Fig. 8.



Algorithm 1: Pseudo code of Prompt Sampling for Generic Segmentation Task.
# Inputs: A list of encoded reference visual prompt F with length M, M is the total number of possible

prompting examples. The ground-truth semantic category (i.e., dogs) of each reference visual prompt forms

another list C with length M. During training, F is acquired from a batch of training images (i.e., 64

images). During inference, the batch is the whole training image set.

# Variables: Defined maximum in-context length N for each semantic category.

# Output: Query visual prompt Qp

1 def Prompt Sample(F):
2 C=Unique(C);# C is a list that contains all the semantic categories in this training batch.

3 Fc=Dict();# Fc is visual prompt dict, where key is the semantic category and value are the reference prompt

features.

4 Fc[c]=[] for c in C; # Initialize visual prompt dict by semantic category.

5 Fc[c].append(f) for c, f in zip(C, F); # Gather visual prompts of the same semantic category.

6 n = Randint(1, N ; # Randomly select the number of in-context examples.

7 Sc = RandomSelect(F[c], n) for c in C; # For each semantic category, randomly select n prompts to represent

a semantic category.

8 Qp = [Aggregate(Sc[c]) for c in C]; # Perform prompt aggregation to get one reference prompt token from

multiple in-context prompt features for each semantic category.

in a flexible way. As we attempt to express visual concepts
through visual prompts, a straightforward way is to employ
a pre-trained vision encoder (e.g., CLIP [29]) to process the
reference images guided by user prompts [26]. However,
it may encounter several challenges: (i) the vision encoder
takes cropped images as inputs, which causes substantial
domain shift, especially for small objects [48]; (ii) The vi-
sual features extracted from CLIP tend to be more semantic
and may not meet the demands in VOS tasks. As we will
show in our ablation study, employing a CLIP vision en-
coder to extract visual prompts has a clear inferior general-
ization ability.

To address these issues, we reuse the vision encoder in
our model and develop a simple yet effective prompt en-
coder. It extracts visual features corresponding to the lo-
cations indicated by various forms of visual prompts. To
capture visual details of different granularities, we have in-
corporated multiple layers (default to 3) of the Mask Cross
Attention Layer, as shown in Fig. 5. Each layer takes the im-
age features extracted at different levels (output multi-scale
features from the vision encoder, ranging from lower to
higher resolutions) as inputs, utilizes the regions defined by
the visual inputs as masks, and employs learnable queries

to process the features at the corresponding positions to get
the visual prompt features.

2.3. Prompt Sampling

We introduce two prompt sampling strategies tailored for
referring segmentation and generic segmentation, respec-
tively.
Referring segmentation. In the case of referring segmenta-
tion, we employ a “self-referring” approach during training,
wherein the reference image is identical to the target image.
Here, we sample a prompt from an instance and train the
model to refer to the same instance. This approach allows
us to leverage extensive segmentation data, such as SA-1B,
for training our model effectively. Despite being trained on
the same instances, our model demonstrates the capability
to perform cross-image referring during inference. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 6(c), we can change the target images to
various different images, enabling the model to effectively
engage in cross-image referring tasks.
Generic segmentation. The sampling strategies are
slightly different during training and inference:

• Training.
In the training process, it is crucial to create both pos-

DINOv

Figure 7. DINOv can do open-set segmentation by giving visual prompts.

DINOv

Figure 8. DINOv can do panoptic segmentation by giving visual prompts. We randomly sample some visual prompts of the same semantic
concept as visual in-context prompts on COCO.


